
How The US is Leading the World to End COVID

An emergency plan will put billions of dollars into vaccines that
could help reduce the risk of new variants developing that could
threaten the United States and finally allow us to get back to
normal

NEWS RELEASE BY YOURUPDATETV

After two years of dealing with COVID issues, everyone is sick of arguing about masks and wants

the supply chain fixed, the economy to rebound and kids to stay in school. The United States has

been the global leader in the fight donating more than a half a billion vaccine doses and hundreds

of millions of dollars. More needs to be done, and it ’s in the hands of Congress to pass an

emergency plan to End COVID Now. YourUpdateTV spoke to Michelle Nunn, President & CEO of

CARE USA and Dr. Angela Wakhweya, CARE USA Senior Director, Health Equity and Rights Team

to discuss how the US is leading the world to end COVID.

A video accompanying this announcement is available at: https://youtu.be/vbbO4zX15Qw 
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An emergency plan being considered by Congress will put billions of dollars into vaccines that

could help reduce the risk of new variants developing that could threaten the United States and

finally allow us to get back to normal. END COVID NOW is up with new advertisements across the

country starting today, Lead The World and Variants are running nationwide on TV and cable as

well as digital and streaming platforms.

The Campaign to End COVID Now says This pandemic isn’t going away. Instead, it is a chronic

disaster for everyone – families, communities, the whole country. The solution is straightforward

and staring us in the face – we must achieve global immunity through ensuring everyone in the

world has access to vaccines as quickly as possible. If not, we will continue to see variant after

variant spread through our neighborhoods, disrupting and threatening our lives and our children’s

lives.

To learn more, visit EndCovidNow.com

About the Campaign to End Covid:

The End Covid Now campaign was formed by public health experts, scientists, and other

concerned Americans to pressure our nation’s leaders and pharmaceutical companies to ensure

future variants don’t shut down America. The plan to end COVID-19 consists of investing more

money in vaccine manufacturing, sharing the vaccine formula so other countries can manufacture

and distribute them, and working with allied countries to get more people vaccinated so

Americans are safe from future variants.
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